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ABSTRACT 
We give easily computable upper and lower bounds for the inverse elements of 
finite tridiagonal diagonally dominant matrices, and we improve the well-known 
upper bounds due to Ostrowski. The results are extended to infinite Systems. 
The theory is also applied to some earlier results and to the evaluation of Besscl 
functions and Mathieu functions by using their recurrence relations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Tridiagonal matrices, finite or infinite, occur in a large number of appli- 
cations, including Solution of boundary value Problems by finite differente 
methods, cubic splines, data fitting, three term differente equations, in- 
verses of Toeplitz matrices, and the theory of continued fractions. Infinite 
Systems occur in many areas, including the Solution of Mathieu’s equu- 
tions [6] and three term recurrence relations for Bessel functions. For an 
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algorithm to find the Solution of a finite linear System or for Givens or 
Householder methods, see [l]. Estimates for upper bounds for the inverse 
elements of tridiagonal matrices arising in some boundary value Problems 
are given by Mattheij [4]. Upper bounds for a special tridiagonal matrix 
are given by Kershaw [3], and a lower bound for the smallest Singular value 
of a matrix is given by Varah 191. Considerable work has been done on 
the numerical treatment of tridiagonal matrices. For an account of a fast 
parallel algorithm, see [2]. Ostrowski [5] has given upper bounds for the 
inverse elements of a diagonally dominant matrix. 
In Section 2, we give easily computable upper and lower bounds for the 
inverse elements and infinity norms for the inverse. The results improve 
Ostrowski’s upper bounds as well as give new lower bounds. In Section 
3, the results are extended to the infinite case and to block tridiagonal 
infinite Systems. In Section 4, we apply the theory to a special matrix 
considered by Kershaw. We also discuss the evaluation of Bessel functions 
and Mathieu functions by using their recurrence relations, and numerical 
results are given. 
2. FINITE MATRICES 
We will be concerned with finite and infinite tridiagonal matrices A = 
{CL,, b,, c,}, where the b’s are the diagonal elements. We will use the notation 
A(‘J), s > r, to represent the tridiagonal Square submatrix of Order S-T + 1 
whose diagonal entry in the first row is b, and the diagonal entry in the 
last row is b,. 
We will now prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. For the tridiagonal n x n matrix A = {a,, bi, ci}, the co- 
factors Aij of A are given by 
Aij = 
det A&-l) det A(j+lq”) , ilj, 
(2.1) 
det A(l+1) det A(i+l,“) ) i>j, 
for i,j = 2,3,. , n. In the abowe, det A(l,O), det A(“+l’“), and nk=i+lpk 
are each defined to be unity. 
Proof. We need only consider 1 5 i < j 5 n, as the results for 1 < j 2 
i < n tan be derived similarly. For i = j = 1 or i = j = n, the lemma is 
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trivially true, while for 1 < i = j < TL, we tan rewrite A,, in the form 
A(lJ-1) 0 
Aii = det 
0 1 
A(Z+‘.TL) ’ 
from which the result follows. For i = 1, j = TL 
; 
ap b2 c2 
0 a:< b3 c3 
Al, = (_l)“+’ det . . . 
= (-l)n+l fi ak. 
k=2 
Similarly, for 1 < i < n, j = n, the theorem is true. 
For 1 < i < j < TZ, 
A,j = ( -l)i+j del 
= (_l)“+j detA(l>i-l) det A(3+1.“) h ak 
!%=i+1 
??
LEMMA 2.2 (Ostrowski [5]). Let B = (bv)nXii be a strictly row diago- 
na& dominant matrix and 
Then for B-l = (Bj%/ det B), thc followiny hold: 
(2.2) 
and 
I Bi.1 / I PL~ 1Bti 1. (2.3) 
Now we will prove the following theorems for tridiagonal matrices. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an n x n tridiagonal matriz, ai, bi, ci # 0, and 
let A be diagonally dominant in the sense pL,(\bz\) = \ai\+\ci\, i = 1,2,. . , n, 
0 < pLz < 1. Th.en we haue the following upper and lower bounds: 
i 5 j, (2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.7) 
Proof. We only show (2.4). The other results tan be derived similarly. 
For i < j, we have from Lemma 2.1 
which gives, on using (2.2), 
Now, using pLplb,l = lapl + Icpl, 
and 
1 
lbpl + Icpl ’ MC1 + PP)’ 
(2.8) reduces to (2.4). ??
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Comparing the above results with Ostrowski’s upper bound. we note 
t,hat (2.4) and (2.6) lead to (2.3) for the tridiagonal case. 
THEOREM 2.2. For the mat,rix A defined in, Theorem 2.1, the f11110w1r1,~~ 
inquulity holds for i = 1.2. , n: 
1 At, 
I-l 
1 
Ik + bzlpL,-l + IczIp,+~ ’ detA ’ Ib,1 - la,l~,-r - Ic,~~,+r’ (2.9) 
where po = pn+l = 0. 
Proof. Expanding det A by the ith row, we have 
4 a-1 
u~dctil+b~&+ci&=l, %=1.2. . . . . n. 
where AzO = A, n+l = 0. 
By taking absolute values and using (2.3), the above reduces to 
from which (2.9) follows. 
Combining Theorems 2.1 
??
and 2.2, we immediately have 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A-l = (A,,/ det A) be the in,verse of the rnmtrix A 
defined in Theorem 2.1. Then 
Based on Theorem 2.3, we will now establish some results for lIA-‘ll,. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be the matrix defined in Theorem 2.1. and definc 
p = suplc{pk}, S = infk{lbkl}. Then 
max{cu,G} 5 IIA-‘llno 5 ß. 
where n-I = supk{(bkl + 1~1 + Ickl}, 6-l = infk{lukl,Ickl}, und 1j-r = 
6(1 - I_L). 
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Proof. It suffices to Show that (cr, 6) 5 IIA-llj, 5 ß. 
By definition of ]].]]oo, 
Consider, for n > 0, 
z: 
j=l 
IIA-lllm = sup 
i 
2 1 
j=l 
Aji 
det A 
(2.12) 
To Show IIA-lll, > (Y, we have, from cond(A) = llAllm. llA-‘llm 2 1, 
IIA-lllm L & = a. 
To Show JIA-lll, > Ei, let 7 = supk{]bk]}, w = infk{]ak],]ck]}, and 
y = w/r(l + ,!L), and note that applying (2.10) and (2.11) to (2.12) gives 
Taking supi on both sides, we get 
IIA-‘11, 2 w-l = 6. 
To prove llA-lll, 5 P, we have, by Theorem 1 in [9], 
and hence 
1 
Hence, 
]IA-‘]lW ’ infk{]bk] - ]ak] - IQ]}’ 
IIA-%x 5 & = P. 
REMARK. Theorem 2.4 gives a sharp upper bound for IIA-lllm only 
when A is strictly diagonally dominant. It fails if some of the pk’.s are 
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exactly 1, because the upper bound in Theorem 2.4 blows up for the Cash 
p = 1. We next derive an upper bound for llA_’ 11 D= when ,& < 1 for somc 
fixed Ic and pL, = 1 for all i # Ic, which may not be better than the onr 
given in Theorem 2.4, but is bounded away from the infinity. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be u tridiagonal; dingonally dominant mmtl-7.r 
such that pk < 1 for jixed k and pL, = 1 for i # k, and defim q :~ 
minl{l4/lb~l, Icdllb~l}. Then. 
l\A-111, < 2(rn+’ ;T;‘n+1”2), 
wh,ere r = (1 + q)/q > 2 and 6 = infk{lbkl}. 
Proof. The proof is based on Ostrowski’s results on determinants. Ap- 
plying Equation (8) in Ostrowski [5] to our matrix A, we have for ~II> 
integer s 
I NetAl 5 Ib n(lhl + 14 n (lbi + hl). 
1=1 l=s+l 
(2.13) 
We first show that 
for all three different cases. 
Gase 1. i,j < Ic. Suppose i < j < k. Using Lemma 2.1 and (2.14). n;r~ 
h ave 
n-2=,+, Im / . I det, A (l.a-1) / / det Ab+‘>“) 1 - z 
IdetAl 
= lblbnl I-I;:: $$j$ x,,, ,f),_,cr, Ih+lW la  E=,,l Ibrl_lcil 
Ibzl(lbll + l~~l)(lbnl + 14) 
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and 
we get 
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Similarly, we tan show that for j 5 i < k, 
Combining these, we get 
Case 2. i,j > k. 
Case 3. k lies between i and j. Similar to case 1. 
We now derive an upper bound for IIA-lllm. From (2.121, 
I 6_l{ g (+7~-‘~-i’-3+,~l (y-1) 
= 6-1 p-i+3 r3 fr n+i-3 
j=l 
f-2 + 9-3 _ r-3(rn-i+1 + +) < ‘&n-3 _ zr-3+(n+1)/2 
S(r - 1) 
- 
S(r - 1) 
2(r = 
n+l - r(n+lq < 2(r”+l _ r(n+lq 
Sr3(r - 1) Sr3 1 
r > 2, 
i.e., 
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3. INFINITE MATRICES 
We now consider infinite, tridiagonal, diagonally dominant matrices of 
the ferm 
A= 
and the infinite linear Systems of algebraic equations associated with such 
matrices: AX = D. Under some certain conditions, the infinite matrix A 
tan be regarded as a linear Operator on 1, space, and the existente and 
uniqueness of the Solution in 1, for the above System tan be established. A 
useful numerical approach for approximating the Solution by using the so- 
lution for the truncated System, with an explicit error bound, is suggestetl. 
The results are comparable to the results for the general case discussed in 
[7] and [8]. Moreover, the results tan also be extended to infinite tridiagonal 
block Systems that satisfy similar conditions. 
To formulate the Problems in 1,; we first define A as an infinite, strict,ly 
row diagonally dominant tridiagonal matrix and 
A = {at, bi, ci>i=1.2,. ., D = (dl,dz.. .)’ E 1,, 
Ac’“) = {ai, bz, c,)i=1.2 >..., n. D(“) = (d,, dz. . cl#, 
(3.1) 
where (~1 = 0 and ai, bi, c, # 0 for i = 1,2, 
A finite truncated System tan be written out as A(n)X(n) = Dt’“). For 
convenience, we define an extencled infinite truncated System as follows: 
Ä(n)jf<6 = D, Ä(n) = Ji(d = (X(n), @fl,))‘, (3.2) 
where I is the infinite identity matrix. 
It is easy to see that the above two truncated Systems are equivalent. 
We now rewrite the above Systems in iterative form: 
X = GX + P and Z(n) = G(“)_?(“) + Pl 
leading to iteration formulas: 
>y(h+l) = GX(,k) + p antl jf(Tk+l) = G(n)jihk) + PT 
X(?O) = ji(TO) = p_ 
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G= 
and 
0 
a2 -- 
bz 
0 
a2 -- 
bz 
P= *,g,... 
C 1 2 /’ 
Y 
- 
- 
Cl - 
h 
0 
c2 -- 
b2 
Cl 
bT 
0 
c2 -- 
b2 
. 
-F 0 0 
n 
0 
, 
jr@) = d Zl,22 >‘.‘> x,,-- >... 
b n+l 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Lt A, D, and Acn) be defined by (3.1) and (3.2), and 
suppose A also satisjies 
(Hl) PL, 4Oasn-+c0; 
(H2) 6 = i;f{jbnl} > 0. 
Then there exists a unique X E 1, such that AX = D. Moreover, if %!cn) 
is a solution for the truncated System (3.2), then we also haue 
llx _ j7(ylm < sw>~{~dllDllm ~ o 
S(1 - py ’ 
n + ca, (3.3) 
where p s supk{~k}. 
Proof. We first show that there exists a unique X E 1, such that 
AX = D. For the linear transformation Y = GX + P, and XI, X2 E l,, 
let Yl = GX1 + P, Y2 = GX2 + P. We have 
IIYZ - YllL 5 IIGllcoll~2 - X1llcm = ~11x2 - XlII, CP < 1). 
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It turns out that Y = GX + P is a contraction mapping onto 1, itself; 
by the fixed Point theorem [lO], there exists a unique X E 1, such that 
X=GX+P. 
We shall use 11.11 instead of ll.llm. 
We first notice that, for any k: > 0, 
IIX - X(“)II < IIX - x(+ + IIX(,“) - X(Q)/I + 119’1’ - X@>“)/I (3.4) 
and 
lIX - X(2”)ll I llGll”llX - X(*“lI 5 IIGII’W - PII 5 IIGll”+‘llXll 
5 IIGllk+lll(I - G)-lll IlPli 5 “;“;,z;P”. 
Recalling that llGl[ = supn{la,l/lbnl + Icnl//bnl} = I_L and IIPII 5 6-‘/lD/l, 
we get 
/IX - X(,k) 11 < pk+’ IIDII 
w - PL) ’ 
Similarly, we have 
llj+) _ jpq 5 ~~+‘llDIl 
6(1 - CL) 
We also have 
j/X(>“) _ j7hk) /I < IIGX(s”) _ @)j+,k) I/ 
5 IIGX (~k) _ Gj+k)I( + IIG _ G(“)II IIj+“)II 
5 IIGII . IIX CA) _ )7w4 /l 
+ IIG - 8”)ll IIz++ll. (3.5) 
On using 
/IG - 8”)I/ = SUP{,Q} 
l>n 
and 
IIjfW) 11 = II@>_g<%k> + PII I IPII + IIGII Il~(n,k)ll 
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(3.5) b ecomes 
I IKII” IIX (h) - Pli + 
s”Pi>,{h)llDll 2 jlG[l~ 
sc1 - PL) l=O 
SUPi>nh~II~II 
6U - pj2 
So (3.4) reduces to 
llX _ jr<,>II 5 3d+ll~ll + ~~Pl>n~~~~II~II 
su - PI 6(1 - PI2 
Let k + oo; we get 
[IX - 3q 5 ~~P~>n~I-L~H~II ~ () 
S(1 - Pu)2 ’ 
n + Co. 
This proof gives an efficient way for estimating the Solution for the in- 
finite System (3.1) by using a solution for the truncated System (3.2). One 
tan even use an iteration formula to execute this truncation, with consid- 
erable precision given by O(I_L”+~). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A und Ac”) be the matrices defined by (3.1). Then 
for any fixed i, j 
Ai?) 
. 23 = Aii n%c &t A(n) det A' 
where the right hand side is defined as the inverse element of A. 
To show that for any fixed i,j 5 n, 
Ac?) 
23 
---Zr n!% d& A(n) 
& 
det A' 
we need only choose D in (3.1), the given vector, to be the unit vector with 
the ith component d, = 1 and dj = 0 for j # i, i = 1,2,. Then the 
result follows by Theorem 3.1. 
We now turn our attention to an infinite block tridiagonal System of thr 
form 
AbX = D> Ab = 
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where each element of Ab is a nonzero m x m matrix. D = (Dl , Dz . 
D,, )’ X = (XI, Xz,. , X,, . .)“, Dkr and Xk are 1 x m vectors. 
This part of work is motivatrd by solving a block tridiagonal system 
arising in the Problem of evaluatin, p nonhierarchical networks which tan 
be modeled as strictly diagonally dominant infinite Systems with block 
tridiagonal structure as given in the above. 
We define pn as the quantity for the matrix A in the usual sense. and 
(Tk, /In= 1,2,...>m, by 
gkl/Bklil;l = IIAkllm + IickiIcc. 
WC: also define an extended infinite truncated block System: 
BI Cl 
A2 B2 C2 
An Bn 0 
0 I 0 
OI 0 
if(“) = (X,, X2:. , X,, Dn+12 Dn+2q.. .)‘, (3.7) 
where I is the m x m identity matrix and 0 is the zero matrix. 
WP first assume that Ab is a strictly row diagonally dominant matrix; 
therefore, each of Bk’s is strictly row diagonally dominant and hence non- 
Singular. We also assume that Ab satisfies the following conditions: 
(Bl) iiBkllm 2 S > 0 for all /c. 
(B2) crn 5 0 < 1, and un -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
Then we have the following results. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Ab and Äb’ be defined by (3.6) and (3.7), and D E 
1 03. Then the System AbX = D has_a unique bounded solution. Further, if 
Xc,) is a bounded solution of Äp’X(n) = D, then 
REMARK. For the special case that all Bk’s happen to be tridiagonal 
matrices, l~B~l~~m may be estimated by using the results in the previous 
sections. 
A Sketch of the proof for Theorem 3.2 parallels the proof of Theorem 
3.1, with pk and p replaced by ok and a respectively, the Symbols standing 
for matrix elements replaced by those for block matrices, and the absolute 
Operator replaced by the infinity norm. 
i. APPLICATIONS 
We now give three examples for illustrating our results on finite and 
infinite matrices. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Kershaw [3]). C onsider a matrix A of the form 
A= 
Al 1 - Lyr 0 ‘.’ 0 0 
ff2 x2 Cl2 .” 0 0 
0 Q3 x3 “’ 0 0 
0 0 0 ... X,_l 1 -cY,_1 
0 0 0 ‘.. c& kl 
where 0 < oi < 1 and Xi > 1 for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Upper bounds Ki for the 
inverse elements of A are given by Kershaw [3], denoted by Ki, they tan 
be written as follows with our notation: 
(4.1) 
where 11 = min{i,j}, 12 = max{i,j}, and v, = min{X,_iX,,X,X,+r} with 
vi = XiXs and v, = X,_iX,. 
Using Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we tan easily get other upper bounds (de- 
noted by Si) for A,j /det A, which tan be shown to be better than Kershaw’s 
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bounds. For i 5 j, noting that Iblj = Xl, pl = l/X[, al = CY~ and CL = 1 - 01, 
we have 
giving S, 5 Ki. 
It tan similarly be shown that the result holds for i 2 j. 
From the above we tan see Kershaw’s upper bound is improved. 
Regarding the lower bound for Kershaw’s matrix, we Start with (2.6) 
and (2.8) for i 5 j, and we obtain 
and similarly, for i > j, 
Hence we get the lower bounds 
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EXAMPLE 2. The Bessel functions Jn(z), n = 0, 1,2,. , satisfy the 
following well-known recurrence relation: 
2n 
Jn+l(X) = -JA(X) - A-l(X), 77. = 0, 1,2, . . . 
To find values of Jn(z) at the Chosen Point IL = L,O < \LJ < 2, one tan 
reduce this Problem to the Solution for an infinite System by introducing 
X - Jn(x): n- . 
2n 
XT%+1 = -5, - Xn-1, 
L 
n= 1,2,..., (4.2) 
where 50 = Jo( L) is assumed to be given. 
If ILI 2 2, the first m = [L] rows are not strictly diagonally dominant, 
but we tan still manipulate the System into a strictly diagonally dominant 
one by truncating the System properly. For instance, if L = 4, we have the 
System 
- 1 
-1 
-1 
1 -1 
-1 $ -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 $ -1 
which after truncating tan be reduced to 
Xl 
52 
X3 
X4 
55 
= 
xo 
0 
0 
- 0’ 
0 
i 
-1 3 -1 
-1 ; 
which is strictly diagonally dominant, and xr, 22, x3 tan be easily obtained 
once the infinite System is estimated in terms of 53. In the following, we 
only discuss the case when (LI < 2 for convenience. 
In matrix notation, the System tan be written as AX = D, where A 
is the resulting tridiagonal infinite matrix with CL, = c, = -1 as its off 
diagonal entries and b, = 2n/L as its diagonal entries; X = (XI, ~2,. .)” 
and D = (xe,O,O,. . .)“. 
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TABLE 1 
Truncated solutionsa Absolute Solution 
k n=4 n=8 n = 12 Jk(l.0) 
1 0.44004978783 + 00 0.4400505858~ + 00 0.4400505858~ + 00 0.4400505858~ + 00 
2 0.11490188903 + 00 0.114903484QE + 00 0.11490348493 + 00 0.1149034849E + 00 
3 0.19557768353 - 01 0.1956335398E - 01 0.1956335398E - 01 0.1956335398E - 01 
4 0 2444721043~ - 02 0.2476638964~ - 02 0.2476638964E - 02 0.2476638964~ - 02 
5 0.24975773003 - 03 0.2497577302E - 03 0.2497577302E - 03 
6 0.20938336013 - 04 0.20938338OOE - 04 0.20938338OOE - 04 
7 0.1502302135~ - 05 0.1502325818~ - 05 0.1502325818~ - 05 
8 0.93893883473 - 07 0.9422344173E - 07 0.9422344173E - 07 
9 - 0.52492501803 - 08 0.524925018OE - 08 
10 0.2630615105~ - 09 0.2630615124~ - 09 
11 0.1198003084~ - 10 0.1198006746E - 10 
12 - 0.49916795173 - 12 0.499971818OE - 12 
an = truncation size. 
It is easy to check that all the conditions required by Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied by this example, even though it does not satisfy the conditions 
needed to apply results in [8]. 
As an example, we choose L = 1, and we apply the results from Theorem 
3.1. This enables us to use the Solution of a truncated System A(“)X(“) = 
Den) to estimate X, the Solution of the infinite System. We tan estimate as 
many values of Jn(l) as we wish. For illustrating the truncation method. 
we let n = 5,10,40. The numerical results are listed in Tables 1 and 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Mathieu functions are encountered in physical Problems 
involving elliptical boundaries. The wave equation in elliptical coordinates, 
when using the method of Separation of variables, tan be reduced to the 
Mathieu equation given by 
y” + (X - 2q cos 22)y = 0, (4.3) 
where q is given and X is the eigenvalue Parameter. 
The equation (4.3) is a nonsingular Sturm-Liouville Problem and has real 
distinct eigenvalues clustering at 00. The eigenvalues Xk, k = 1,2, < ca, 
tan be estimated by various techniques. In [6], a simple but powerful 
method gives upper and lower bounds for eigenvalues. We will be con- 
cerned here with eigenfunctions subject to y’(0) = y’(7r/2) = 0, which arc 
denoted usually by cezn(z, q). We assume 
y(z) = $ + 2 yn cos 2nrc, 
n=l 
(4.4) 
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TABLE 2 
k 
Actual errors Izk - Jk(l.O)l 
n=4 n=8 n = 12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
0.79794801993 - 06 0.6441113105~ - 15 
0.15958960403 - 05 0.1288222621~ - 14 
0.55856361393 - 05 0.45087791743 - 14 
0.31917920803 - 04 0.2576445242~ - 13 
- 0.2016068402~ - 12 
0.19903039493 - 11 
- 0.2368204055~ - 10 
0.32955826383 - 09 
- - 
0.1256154054~ - 25 
0.2512308107~ - 25 
0.87930783783 - 25 
0.5024616216~ - 24 
0.39317621893 - 23 
0.3881516027~ - 22 
0.4618501610~ - 21 
0.64270870943 - 20 
0.1023715433~ - 18 
0.1836260693E - 17 
0.3662284232~ - 16 
0.8038662703~ - 15 
which on substituting in (4.1) gives for arbitrary integer p 2 
x 
TYo-4Yl=o, (4.5) 
4n2 - X 
Yn-1 + -Yn + Yn+l = 0, n = 1,2,. . . ,p, 
4 
(4.6) 
4n2 - X 
Yn-1 + -Yn + Yn+l = 0, n=p+l,p+2 ,..., 00, 
4 
(4.7) 
the first equation serving as a normalizing relation for a given X. 
The computation of Mathieu function (4.4) reduces to solving the fol- 
lowing infinite tridiagonal linear System with given q and known X: 
4-x 
1 
Q 
’ - 1 4 22 x 
1 
4 
1 
4.n2-X 1 
4 
r 
Yl 
Y2 
YTI 
= 
Yo 
0 
0 
For a given q and a known value of X, it is not difficult to see that the System 
(4.7), for a suitable choice of p, gives an infinite diagonally dominant System 
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TABLE 3 
VALIJES FOR $/k, m = 20 
k Truncated solutions Asymptotic approximations 
1 -0.1713596846~ + 01 
2 0.1043114538~ + 00 
3 -0.2862583347~ - 02 
4 0.4441888755~ - 04 
5 -0.4422068347~ -- 06 
6 0.3061313166~ - 08 
7 -0.1558306875~ - 10 
8 0.6076406233~ - 13 
9 -0.18728176193 - 15 
10 0.4676746761~ - 18 
-0.18496OOOOOE + 01 
0.1069068800’s + 00 
-0.28932413753 - 02 
0.4464484762~ - 04 
-0.4433217470~ - 06 
0.30654952353 - 08 
-0.1559818680~ - 10 
0.6082648984E - 13 
-0.1875394644~ - 15 
0.4685739788E - 18 
where the infinite matrix satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Also, 
from Section 3, 
l%l + IG4 2q 
Pn = 
Ibn1 
= ~ N sin-2 
4n2 - X 2 (4.8) 
From (3.3) we get an error bound, 
IIy _ y+qoo < ~~~~>rnb~~IIDllm 
6(1 - ,)2 ’ 
where Y = (yP+ 1, yp+2, . , yp+nL ) and Y(m) is the Solution for the m x m 
truncated System of (4.7). It is easy to check that the error bound given in 
(3.3) is 0(nP2). To illustrate the theory with numerical work, we let q = 1, 
with the corresponding eigenvalue X = -0.45513860 [6], and normalize the 
Solution with yc = -7.5. The truncation size is Chosen to be m = 20. From 
an asymptotic analysis [ll], we have, for large n, 
(4.9) 
Table 3 lists the eigenfunctions calculated from the m x m truncated 
System of (4.7) and the asymptotic approximations from (4.9). 
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